
PRODUCT BENEFITS :

PECTIN NHX is a pectin derived from the 
skin of citrus fruit. It jellyfies in the presence 
of calcium and at relatively low sugar 
content whilst being thermo-reversible. 
CAROUBE is a natural thickener with a 
high water retention capacity. It prevents 
syneresis (gels’ contraction and water 
release) in numerous applications, nota-
bly the frozen desserts.
 
409 g almond milk. ................................. 70% 
28 g sugar ............................................. 4,8%
5 g PECTIN NHX (060627) ....................... 0,9% 
2 g CAROUBE (065306) .......................... 0,3% 
140 g dark chocolate couverture ........... 24%
 
Total recipe = 584 g
 
Prepare a mix with sugar, PECTIN NHX and 
CAROUBE.
Heat the almond milk and incorporate this 
mixture whilst mixing.
Bring it to the boil and pour a little at a 
time onto the dark chocolate couverture 
pieces while mixing to produce an emul-
sion. Finish the preparation by homoge- 
nizing with a hand mixer. Pour into a cho- 
sen container and store in the fridge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SUGGESTIONS

This chocolate crémeux can serve as 
an ingredient in yule log or entremets. It 
can also be used to garnish tarts or as a 
decoration to be poached. This VEGAN 
version can be prepared with other vege- 
table milk (soya, rice, oat …) by adjusting 
if needed the dosage of PECTIN NHX and 
CAROUBE to obtain the desired texture.

VEGAN 
CHOCOLATE CRÉMEUX
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060627 

Pectine NHX - 1 Kg

065306 

Caroube - 800 g

Aqueous

Aqueous
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